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The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of  the 
Twin Cities Regional Group # 46 (TCRG) of  the Early 
Ford V-8 Club of  America and is sent to all current 
members and advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the 
Early Ford V-8 Club of  America, and is a non-profit 
corporation in the state of  Minnesota, dedicated to 
the preservation of  Ford motor vehicles and related 
historical materials from the era of  flathead V-8 
engines, including all Fords, Mercurys and Lincolns 
so equipped from 1932 through 1953. 
Club Address
PO Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420.

Twin Cit ies  Regional  Group 2008 Board of  Directors
President Bill Gillies 651-633-1564
Vice President Bill Blood 612-722-4172
Secretary Michael Wyman 651-644-5684
Treasurer Ron Christensen 952-472-2672
Editor Mark Crichton 612-801-3620
Activities  Director Team Effort Team Effort
Membership Joel Bergstrom 651-631-0091
Past President Duane Shuck 952-888-7191
Sunshine Lady Jean Shuck 952-888-7191
Archives Jerry Felton 952-873-6754
Art Director Ron Long 651-714-2740

T w i n  C i T i e s  R e g i o n a l  g R o u p  i n f o R m a T i o n
Meetings
Membership meetings of  the TCRG are held at 
7:30 on the first Wednesday of  almost every month 
at a site announced in the Rumble Sheet. Change 
in time or location will also be announced in the 
Rumble Sheet.
Membership
Membership dues for the TCRG are $15.00 per 
calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8 
Club of  America (the national club) is a membership 
requirement of  the Twin Cities Regional Group.
Submitting material
Please send all materials for publication to Mark 
Crichton, 19072 Magenta Bay, Eden Prairie, MN 
55347, or e-mail  mc56bird@comcast.net. 
Rumble Sheet material deadline is the 15th of  the 
month. E-mail body content (not attachment) is 
preferred.
Advertising
Classified ads are free to TCRG members, and 
will run for three consecutive months.  Display ads 
(business card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost of  
$30. Check under ad for last scheduled appearance. 
Website
TCRG can be visited online at www.tcrgv8club.org
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TCRG Activities
Sunday, January 10, 2010, 4:00 PM
ANNUAL TCRG BANQUET, Grumpy’s Bar 
and Grill, 2801 Snelling Ave N, Roseville, MN 
55113. Bill addresses the banquet specifics in 
his message, page 4. 
Thursday, January 21, 2009, 9:00 AM
GEEZER BREAKFAST, Khoury’s Restaurant 
& Bakery, 5660 Bishop Ave, Inver Grove Hts, 
MN 55076-1403, (651) 451-3880, head South 
to Upper 55th, first exit. Turn right (east) at top 
of  ramp and go one block to SuperAmerica. 
Turn left & Khoury’s is just north of  SA. 
Wednesday, February 3, 2010 
MEMBERSHIP MEETING.  We know it 
WON’T be at Environments, Inc. We are still 
considering options. See Pres. Bill’s message and 
Editor’s comments under the TCRG Glovebox. 
Look for a decision in the next RS. 
Fri - Sun, February 26th to 28th, 2010
WORLD OF WHEELS, River Centre, St 
Paul, MN. TCRG is actively involved again. 
A complete update is provided on page 6. 
“All hands on deck”, help is needed and 
appreciated!

TCRG Glovebox
• Cover Photo: Roger Wothe sent in this great 
story and plenty of  pics of  a cool “original” ‘37 
Ford motorhome, formerly owned by Graeme 
Thickins of  Bloomington. I’d be happy to print 
some copies for anyone who would like it. It 
can be found at:  http://www.gtamarketing.
com/1937FordHousecar.html. 
• Rumble Sheet Contributors: The Editor 
would like to thank Cliff  Helling, Bill Gillies, 
Bruce Nelson Tom Halfpenny, and John Titus 
for their contributions this month.
• 2010 Dues: To those who have yet to pay 
their dues, this is a friendly reminder to submit 
ASAP. Your December Rumble Sheet had a 
blue insert for both banquet and dues. Thank 
you! 
• Minnesota Food Share: Bill Blood was 
pleased to report TCRG members generously 
gave $575, and 15 lbs of  food to the MN 
FoodShare during the December Holiday 
meeting. Thank you!
• No More Environments, Inc.- Roger 
Wothe has sold his business, Environments, 
Inc. If  you missed the December meeting, you 
missed an opportunity to say goodbye to a great 
meeting place. The club offers there heartfelt 
thanks for Roger and Barb’s hospitality over 
the years. This means the club will be searching 
for quality places to meet each month. Be sure 
to think about any establishment in your “neck 
of  the woods” that might be suitable and let a 
board member know.  

• Annual Banquet- In the spirit of  “no 
member left behind”, our annual banquet is 
fast-approaching. Contact Pres. Bill Gillies 
immediately if  you are seeking an enjoyable 
evening with friends on January 10th. Refer 
to the blue insert inclosed with the December 
Rumble Sheet. 

Happy Birthday!
January 1        Ron Long
January 8     Bruce Burrows
January 11      Linda Halvorson
January 15      Mary Helling
January 19      Kathy Johnson
January 29      George Baker
January 30      Liz Long



 It seems that 2009 went by with blink of  an 
eye, (seems like I said that last January). Or in Ford 
perspective, quicker than it takes to start a flat motor.  
And I would be remiss if  I didn’t wish everyone a 
Happy New Year, so Happy New Year.
 I am starting my third term as President 
not believing that I would last this long or that the 
membership could tolerate me that long. I know if  it 
weren’t for Mary keeping me in line and providing 
support, I would have been long gone.
 As a reminder the Banquet is at Grumpy’s 
in Roseville, Just North from Midway Ford; not even 
a stone’s throw from Ford. It is on Sunday January 
10th at 4PM. The banquet is coming along nicely 
with a good turnout for the event. If  you have not 
signed up and want to attend give me a call NOW 
and we can squeeze you in. You won’t want to miss 
this year’s entertainment “Piz Por the Magician” 
who will amaze you and maybe even give you the 
giggles. Remember if  you are missing any Ford 
Picnic buttons I will bring the extras to the Banquet. 
They start with 1995 and go thru 2007. You can tell 
the years it rained or was cold as there are plenty of  
buttons for those years.
 Last year, activities and meeting activities 
worked out fairly well with no elected or appointed 
person to direct the events. We will continue the 
coming year the same way, so be thinking of  what 
and where you want to see and do in 2010. I have 
talked about maybe going to the Bad Lands and 
Black Hills for a week long tour if  there is enough 
interest.  If  you have suggestions or ideas on this 
event let me know.
 The meeting place is still open; Bruce 
is checking on bargain rates at the New Brighton 
Senior Center.  Or, we could just move around the 
cities and have dinner meetings if  members are in 
agreement with that idea.
 World of  Wheels: This year we will be 
providing door guards for the event but with 
increased coverage of  two days to the tune of  $2000 
smackers.  Please plan to do your share and fill in 
a time slot to work. It is really an easy way for the 

Dobie’s Corner
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club to make money but we need the membership to 
make the time commitment for a shift. Bring a friend 
or family member help, get in free and see the cars. 
I will try to find out about parking and a maybe a 
shuttle to ease the parking hassle.  For new members, 
or first time volunteers, a shift consists of  one or 
two people sitting in front of  exits and ensuring the 
correct people are entering and leaving by that door.  
Mary and I have never had to challenge anyone, 
just check the smokers in and out. Bruce Nelson is 
signing people up for these shifts.  And the club has 
a space on the show floor to display cars and talk 
with prospective new members. Tom Halfpenny is 
working, finding members to display their cars and 
also take a spot to visit with people.
 Several offices will change this year, so 
please make sure to thank those leaving and also to 
welcome those starting a new office. Those leaving 
have put in several years at their post and can be 
proud of  the job they have done.
 This issue will mark the end of  Mark 
Crichton’s tenure as editor of  the Rumble Sheet. 
He has done a stellar job, winning awards while 
keeping us all informed and entertained.  Mark has 
worked continually to improve both the content and 
the publishing process. His son, Danny, has helped 
immeasurably with the Rumble Sheet layout as well 
as the website. We cannot thank him enough for his 
generous gift of  his time.  Remember Bruce N. is 
taking over as Editor from Mark so be sure to send 
him lots of  articles so we won’t have old Nelson 
Christmas letters taking up the empty space!
Dobie & Mary         
wlgillies@juno.com 
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 It seems that I just may get elected to be 
the new (or refreshed) Rumble Sheet editor position 
for the Club, I thought it would be a good idea to ei-
ther re-introduce myself, or introduce myself  to the 
members.
 Well, I have been a member of  the TCRG 
and Early Ford V-8 Club since 1976.  I went to my 
first meeting when they were held at Little Dearborn, 
and looked over the cars parked around the building 
and told myself  that I needed to get a 1937 Ford.  
There were 5, five-window coupes parked out there 
then, and the styling and the streamlined look just 
got me.  I had already purchased a 1936 Ford pickup 
from a roadside advertisement in Isanti MN.  After 
the National Street Rod Show at the fairgrounds in 
1975, I told myself  “how hard can it be to own and 
drive a cool car”.  I choose a pickup, as it seemed the 
easiest vehicle to restore or rod at the time.  Once 
going over the pickup, I realized that it was a pretty 
complete and running vehicle, so restoring it back to 
how it once looked was the thing to do.  Of  course, 
being all of  25 at the time, I drove it home from 
Isanti – a thing that I would not do today, knowing 
what I know.
 I did buy a 1937 Ford though.  It was an-
other learning experience, one that I will remember.  
Never buy anything that starts with “selling due to 
divorce”.  People get crazy in that situation, and the 
story they tell you just gets better and better.  Simply 
put, what started out as an $800 ‘buy it now car’, 
turned into a ‘someone else wants it and has offered 
$1100 for it car’.  Well, after going higher, I owned 
it.  I got an original 1937 Tudor Slant back car with 
a freshly rebuilt thrifty sixty under the hood, and a 
lot of  parts to finish attaching.
 Somewhere in all of  this, I bought a house 
(or a garage with attached house) and quickly filled 
the garage space.  In an emotional moment, I pur-
chase a 1949 Ford Station Wagon out of  the Madi-
son MN area.  Another, they won’t be any easier or 
cheaper to purchase, until you actually show up to 
get it.  Yes, it must be my Norwegian ancestry that 

Tales from the Ice...
allows people to convince me to pay more.  The 
Woody went from a $450 on the phone price, to 
a $600 now that you are here to pick it up price.  
What’s a fellow to do?  And especially since I had 
my uncle’s brand new F-350 Ford rollback with me 
to pick it up and Madison MN is just a short drive 
across the state.
 Well, the 1936 is still not restored, the 1937 
went down the road for lots more than I paid for it, 
and was replaced by a very original 1949 Custom 
Fordor (one purchase that the price stayed the same 
from the beginning).  The Woody has been cleaned 
and stored in the expanded storage facility and is as 
they say – ‘just earning interest on the money’ as it 
sits.
 Enough about cars, let’s talk about the 
Rumble Sheet.  Well, this will be my second time 
being the editor.  My first go around was back in 
the days when you had to type everything up, cut it 
out and then paste it on a setup page for the copy 
service.  I will not miss doing that, although the glue 
was fun to smell.  I will have to say that we have been 
spoiled by the quality of  work that Mark has done.  
And I know that he will be the first to say that he has 
not done it alone, but he is the one who coordinates 
and sends out everyone else’s contributions, and for 
that he does deserves the credit for getting the job 
done.
 I hope that I can live up to those standards 
that he has put in place.  I know working on the 
Rumble Sheet will be a lot easier than it used to be.  
Mark has promised me ‘cookie cutter’ procedures to 
get the job done.  I hope that this isn’t like a couple 
of  those cars that I purchased in the past?
 Anyway, it looks like it will be my job now.  
I hope that all that are reading this will find the 
time to write something down that they have found, 
worked on, thought about, or just enjoyed and send 
it in, so that we can all know about it.
 Otherwise, like the title at the top of  the 
page says, you will be hearing about how I enjoy 
watching hockey and those ‘Tales from the ice’.       
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World of Wheels $ecurity
WORLD OF WHEELS 

February 26, 27, 28, 2010
Saint Paul RiverCentre

175 W Kellogg Boulevard

 Later in February this year, and it’s the 
47th Annual World of  Wheels in Saint Paul.  We 
have again been asked to work this show.  We 
will be taking tickets, checking the exhibitors, 
watching doors, and providing all night security.
 This is an opportunity to make a 
lot of  money, for just a day’s work.  We will 
need 14 people per 4 hour shift.  You can 
work more than one shift if  you like, just sign 
up one name per line.  (shifts are 10 am to 2 
pm, 2 pm to 6 pm, and 6 pm to 10:30 pm)
 We will also need some noctur-
nal beings – people that can stay up all 
night long Friday night (10 pm – 8 am) 
into Saturday morning, and Saturday night 
into Sunday morning (10 pm – 7 am).
 Each volunteer will get a 3 day pass to 
the show (a $13 value); so that you are guar-
anteed time to see it all.  The swap meet is 
back again along with the antique toy show.
 Once again you can bring a small 
cooler.  We will try and make it so that you 
will be rotated around the arenas (both floors); 
so that you don’t spend all shift in one place.
 This is a great way to help the Club, 
and also think ‘cars’ in the middle of  winter.

 For more information, or to sign 
up contact Bruce Nelson (651-482-8940).
 Sign up sheet will be at the annual 
Banquet and February Meeting.  But beat 
the rush, and get that spot you want now !

 For the year 2010, the World of  Wheels 
show will be held at the St. Paul River Cen-
ter on February 26th through February 28th.
 You’re receiving this notice now as 
we need to know who might want to show 
their car or truck at this event. We don’t 
need a firm commitment at this time, only 
need to know that if  the weather is good you 
would plan on bringing your vehicle to show. 
 Let Tom Halfpenny know by Janu-
ary 12th if  you would like to participate.  
I can be reached by phone at: 651-738-
0838 or email: tmhalfpenny@msn.com.

TCRG Display
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Really Cool Filler Stuff (especially if your John Titus)
Here are some great pictures I received from John Titus showcasing a variety of  vintage call haul-
ers. It’s filler, but really cool filler I think... These are from the John Jurkowski Collection... 

 Just a note of  thanks to TCRG for their 
support over these four years. I leave the Editor’s 
post with mixed emotions, but realize it is the only 
choice I have given the other commitments in my 
life right now, mainly my job. I want to thank all 
of  you for your unbelievable support and encour-
agement, and ask you continue to do the same with 
Bruce. I will be working with him behind the scenes, 
but Bruce will be the TCRG Editor, and I will assist 
him as he requests. 
 I want to thank all of  you for your sup-
port. Specifically, Bill Gillies for his never-ending 
support every day... an entire RS can be filled up 
with what he has done to support and encourage 
me; to Ron Geotte who made me feel very special 
at the last meeting, and understood this decision was 
difficult for me (I’m not good at saying ‘no’). Ron’s 
kind words reinforced the appreciation I have heard 
and felt from every member since I became Editor. 
The best thing about our club is the great people, 
not the V-8s... and the V-8s are pretty special... Most 
importantly, to the many members who supported 
me in making my job easier by contributing to the 
Rumble Sheet. Words can’t describe how I feel each 
time I received something. I look forward to actively 
participating in, and in some instances leading club 
events. Best wishes for a great 2010!
Mark Crichton

... from your Editor

The State of the Trailer

Bruce Nelson submitted this photo to illustrate 
what you can do when you get in the Holiday 
spirit. Love the wheel covers! Thank’s Bruce for 
maintaining the club trailer on your property!
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The Heart Shaped Grille
 Here is the question: Was the 
model “40” (33-34 Ford) responsible for 
the abrupt streamlining of  cars that oc-
curred in the mid 30s? Further, is its influ-
ence still affecting the design of  cars today?
 Wait a minute you say, how could that 
be when they (mod 40) had free standing horns, 
headlights and fenders that actually were rounded 
for the wheels? How can you be serious when we 
are asked to compare styling today with 30s cars?
 I am serious and if  you give me some 
space here I’ll make the argument and we’ll see 
if  I can convince 
you. First let’s go 
back to the 32 
Ford. This was a 
milestone car but 
not because of  its 
styling - rather it 
was the V-8 that 
defined this car. Its 
body still carried 
the square high 
(perched on top of  
the frame) look of  
the model Ts and 
As. It did slant the 
windshield a hair but not the grille. Other than 
fattening the fenders and body it still was the un-
streamlined boxy Ford everyone knew by sight.
 The model 40 in America in 1933 
brought curved lines along with the rest of  the 
beautiful 33 Ford. There was not a straight line 
in the whole car save the three hood hinges. 
Along with that they dropped the body over the 
frame rather than on top of  it, which gave the 
model 40 a low fast look without giving up any 
road clearance. However, even those improve-
ments were not the greatest innovation of  this 

newly designed car. That simply was what was 
called: “The Heart Shaped Grille”. It was nar-
rower on the bottom than the top and slanted 
back at 20 degrees. Almost every other grille to 
that time was symmetrical bottom to top and 
stood straight up at a right angle to the frame. 
Some were oval (Hudson-Apperson) and some 
even larger at the bottom than the top (Chev-
Aubum-Buick). The grille on these various cars 
was some times rounded at the top or front but 
even in appearance and vertical to the road. 
One early exception was the L29 Cord for 30-

32. However it’s 
heart shaped grille 
still stood straight 
up. Chrysler, Reo, 
Willis, Nash and 
Packard Ved their 
grilles in the early 
30s but kept them 
even top to bottom 
which gave them 
a strong but boxy 
look. Let’s be gen-
erous about these 
last cars and say it 
was the beginning 

of  streamlining. So outside of  a few strays, the 
30-32 Cord, the 30 Gardener, the 32 Graham 
and the 31 Marmon: symmetrical and straight 
up and down described the grilles of  the cars 
of  the early 30s while the above autos may have 
been on the leading edge of  styling change they 
produced few cars and all went out of  business.
 In 32 and 33 that all changed. The 
model 40 Ford was the best example of  this 
styling change. It had had a head start since it 
was in fact a scaled up European Ford model Y 
from the previous year. Edsel Ford had commis-
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sioned Greqorie to do this for his newly design-
er American Model 40 (33-34 Ford) and thus 
he hit the styling change as a first. However un-
like those mentioned above, Ford did succeed 
and turned out well over 1 million model 40s. 
In quick order almost all cars angled and ad-
opted the heart shaped grille or some imitation 
of  it in the next few years. If  you have a copy of  
“American Car Spotters Guide 1920-39 by Tad 
Bumess it is fun to see the transition in those 
middle 30s years to streamlined cars. Generally 
the grilles were smaller at the bottom, larger at 
the top. Some put extra side grilles in (where 
previously horns were placed) but the look was 
much the same. Some kept the grille Ved and 
symmetrical: Lincoln, Studebacker and La 
Salle. Some kept the straight square look for 
a little while: Cadillac- 
Buick and Auburn. How-
ever by the mid 30s most 
were with the program of  
an angled back and heart 
shaped grille to one degree 
or another. Ford, Mercury 
and Lincoln continued 
this theme until 1941.
 The next big styl-
ing change began in 1942 
and continued after WW 
II. Fenders were not to cov-
er wheels but started and 
stopped wherever designers thought they looked 
good. Hoods and trunks did more than cover the 
engine or spare tire and had to fit the concept or 
theme of  the streamlined car. During this time 
there were many beautiful and many ugly cars 
produced but the heart shaped grille was gone.
 Fast forward to today. While complaining 
about all new cars looking the same (like various 
species of  June bugs) it is interesting to come back 

to the heart shaped grille for some observations.
 Remember the heart shaped grille was 
smaller at the bottom and larger at the top and 
swept back. This pleasing appearance seems to 
have a quality that car designers understand. I 
challenge each of  you to observe traffic on any 
road or highway today and note the shape of  the 
grilles you see. I suggest that fully 90% will be a 
variation of  this design, smaller at the bottom, 
bigger at the top and slanted back. There may be 
bars or stars or side grilles or an emblem or open 
space but the opening is basically heart shaped. 
It seems that the grilles that are more square 
and straight up and down belong to trucks and 
classics which reflect their power and formality.
 Well that’s my observation and as with 
anything there will be a difference of  opinion 

on how I have chosen to 
view this phenomenon. 
I will suggest however 
that it was not a coin-
cidence that what Ford 
started in the 30’s lasted 
till today and will contin-
ue into many tomorrows.

Happy New Year
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For Sale
• 1936 Ford 4 Door Convertible Also some 35-
36 & 50 Parts. brake linings for a 50, steering 
column, bumper brackets, etc. John Cramble 
763-572-9280
• 1946 Ford Bus Coupe, Parting out, clear 
MN title. Joel Bergstrom 651-631-0091. email 
bergieja@usfamily.net
• Time to clear out some stuff, just make an offer, 
or come by and get some of  the unannounced 
items. Vern Halvorson, 763-544-7578 
Pair of  40 heads “A” nice shape, 51 Merc Dash, 
50-51 insert for dash, Engine stand (it will hold 
a V 8), 47 Ford Steering wheel needs repair.
4 front fender extensions two pair, decent, Two 
air power hand sanders- worked for me, A lot of  
stainless for a 50 Merc 4 dr, Nose piece for a 41 
Ford Pick up- NOS but shelf  worn, Pair of  wind 
wing frames only for a 46,47 and 47 Convert, 
Set of  NOS pistons “3-13/16 with writ pins .30 
over, 50 Merc steering wheels- need repair, 6 
and 12 volt battery tenders like new, Set of  8 
used pistons 3-13/16- Dan Warden had them 
in a car and changed them.

Random Thoughts for the Day
1. I think part of  a best friend’s job should be to immedi-
ately clear your computer history if  you die.
2. Nothing sucks more than that moment during an argu-
ment when you realize you’re wrong.
3. I totally take back all those times I didn’t want to nap 
when I was younger.
4. There is great need for a sarcasm font.
5. How the hell are you supposed to fold a fitted sheet?
6. Was learning cursive really necessary?
7. Map Quest really needs to start their directions on #5.  
I’m pretty sure I know how to get out of  my neighbor-
hood.
8. Obituaries would be a lot more interesting if  they told 
you how the person died.
9. I can’t remember the last time I wasn’t at least kind of  
tired.
10. Bad decisions make good stories.
11. You never know when it will strike, but there comes a 
moment at work when you know that you just aren’t going 
to do anything productive for the rest of  the day.
12. Can we all just agree to ignore whatever comes after 
Blue Ray? I don’t want to have to restart my collection...
again.
13. I’m always slightly terrified when I exit out of  Word 
and it asks me if  I want to save any changes to my ten-
page research paper that I swear I did not make any 
changes to.
14. “Do not machine wash or tumble dry” means I will 
never wash this --  ever.
15. I hate when I just miss a call by the last ring (Hello? 
Hello? Damn it!), but when I immediately call back, it 
rings nine times and goes to voicemail. What’d you do af-
ter I didn’t answer? Drop the phone and run away?
16. I hate leaving my house confident and looking good 
and then not seeing anyone of  importance the entire day. 
What a waste.
17. I keep some people’s phone numbers in my phone just 
so I know not to answer when they call.
18.   My 4-year old son asked me in the car the other day 
“Dad what would  happen if  you ran over a ninja?” How 
the hell do I respond to that?
19. I think the freezer deserves a light as well..
20. I disagree with Kay Jewelers. I would bet on any given 
Friday or Saturday night more kisses begin with Miller 
Lites than Kay
Submitted by Bill Gillies, jury still out on whether he actually 
had these deep thoughts. Circumstantial evidence from #18 
indicates maybe not...- ED
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• 1932 Ford Roadster, real Henry body, repro 
steel fenders, black, brown L/B leather, tan top, 
dressed 59A engine, 12v, wwsw, rings. Super 
fresh, not striped yet.  
• 1936  Ford Deluxe Roadster, Tan, all steel, 
correct Calif. body-off  resto, tan top, brown 
L/B leather, woodgrain, dog, wwsw, rings, 
super killer car. 

• 1949 Mercury Convertible, all steel, 10 year 
body off  resto, 12v, R&H, power windows, lite 
yellow, red interior, tan top, killer nice car with 
test miles only.
• 1933 Ford Deluxe Cabriolet, steel, restored, 
maroon/black fenders super nice
• 1934 Ford Deluxe Tudor, steel, body off, 
Dearborn blue, WWSW rings, Wow!
• 1936 Ford Deluxe Roadster, steel, red, dual 
carbs & exhaust, pines trim
• 1936 Ford Deluxe 3/W Coupe, steel, tan, 
restored, WWSW, chrome caps, neat!
• 1939 Ford Deluxe Coupe, steel, restored, red, 
skirts, built 59A, drives 100%
• 1939 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, red, 
duals, WWSW, great driver!
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, restored, 
maroon, WWSW, R&H, nice!
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Convertible, steel, maroon, 
one of  the best in the world
• 1940 Ford Deluxe Sedan Delivery, steel, green, 
dual spots, new chrome, nice!
• 1940 Mercury Coupe, steel black, AZ car, 
never rusty, dressed flathead
• 1947 Ford Super Deluxe Convertible, steel, 
body-off, Columbia, still under construction, 
• 1953 Mercury 2D Hardtop, steel, red/black, 
killer correct interior
• 1957 Ford Ranchero, body-off  restoration, 
red/white, overdrive, super car 
See all  of  BJ’s cars at: www.jmacsautos

Wanted

BJ’s Corner

The following ads are from Gary Nielsen 
of  GEM Classic Auto, Contact Gary at 
(320) 235-3935 or (320) 894-8685, or via 
e-mail at: garybob@charter.net.
• 1949 Ford F-6 with grain box and hoist. 2 spd 
rear axle, runs well, rusty cab $1495 OBO
• 1949 Chevrolet half  ton. Very unique truck 
with power divider to run rear mount welder, 
$1200 OBO
• 1962 Chevrolet 4dr HT. AZ car with great 
body, 283 AT, AC, $6000 OBO
• 1923 Fordson tractor on steel. Complete, with 
add on brake. Engine free. $1500.
• 1946 Ford Conoco gas truck. Body is good. 
Engine soaking but stuck (6 cylinder) $2300 
OBO.
• 1949 Ford F-5 V-8 (stuck). Great body and 
tires with hoist, no box. $1800. 

• 1932 thru 1940 Ford Roadster, Cabriolet, 
3 and 5 window Coupes. Steel only. Prefer 
restored, well-maintained. Slight modifications 
OK. “Don’t need to talk to my wife or banker 
to do a deal”. Call me. BJ 952-941-2918

Classified ads are free to TCRG members, 
and will run for three consecutive months
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